
2017 Rallye Glenwood  6/13/2017 

Thank you to everyone who participated in the 2017 Glenwood Rallye.  We hope it was fun yet 

challenging. 

Scoring: 

(1) There were three Perfect Scores used for scoring Leg #9.  We used which ever one applied 

and gave cars the best score on Leg #9. 

 Leg #8  (19:57) + Leg#9  (34:04)  =  54:01 

 Leg#8 (19:57) + Leg#9 (34:04) – (5:17) (Homestake time)  =  48:44 

 Or 34:04 if you found Checkpoint #8 

(2) Also you will see that the highest score was removed for each car, to get the final scores. 

(3) Time Allowances were added to the Perfect Time for the requested Leg. 

The Long Results show each cars time details and scores.  The Short Results show only the Leg 

Scores with Totals. 

We generated scorecards from the checkpoint logs for seven cars that had missing scorecards 

(not turned in or missed Checkpoint #9 ?).  The scorecard generation was done for cars that 

made one or more checkpoints but we had no scorecards.  This included cars: 2, 11, 18, 23, 27, 

33, and 50.  We had no DIYC times of course.  If you were in one of these seven cars and have 

your DIYC times, you can send them to us, and then we can update and let you know all of 

your correct leg scores. 

A BIG Thank You goes out to all of the Checkpoint Workers.  The rallye would not 

be successful without all of your help. 

Some cars got lost or were very late on Leg One.  If you have time to let us know why, we 

would be very interested to know.  We put up “MGCC X” signs where we thought cars may get 

off-course.  Actually we would be very interested in knowing any place where you got lost.  Let 

us know the Instruction Number and what you think may have happened.  Help us improve as 

Rallyemasters for next time. 

Thank you. 

Doug & Tyera Eulberg  ---   eulberg.dp@gmail.com 


